consolidated
subscription
supply

journals
from across
Europe

Casalini Libri offers a range of services for the supply of periodicals published in Italy,
France, Spain, Portugal, Greece and other European countries.

Our consolidated service

ensures maximum efficiency and means that
we can maintain a regular supply of issues
according to the calendar agreed with each
individual library. Any missing issues are
followed up with publishers immediately in
order to avoid any delays.

Back issues

and issues that are no longer in print can be
searched for and supplied upon request.
We can obtain and supply non-commercial
works and publications from small publishers,
museums and not-for-profit organisations.

Irregular publications

are managed by a dedicated department in
constant contact with publishers to make sure
that all volumes are obtained upon publication.

First issues of new journals

are profiled by our bibliographers and included
in our New Title Information alerts, based on
your areas of interest.

Subscriptions and renewals
are handled on a calendar-year basis. Updated
subscriptions lists are provided in June and
renewal confirmation requested by 31st
October in order to guarantee timely and
consistent supply.

Journal processing

options are available for fully shelf-ready
supply.

E-journals

are also included in our subscription service
and follows the same workflows as for print
publications. We handle all kinds of licence
agreements for both print, multimedia and
online content, and include a follow-up to
ensure that access is enabled.

Torrossa digital library

provides access to content from over 265
Italian, Spanish, French and Portuguese
publishers. It currently hosts over 1,000
e-journals.

info@casalini.it
www.casalini.it • www.ilibri.com • www.torrossa.com

Ordering

Orders may be sent by email, placed online through our website or transferred using Edifact, as
you prefer. Upon receipt, we check the order details and communicate immediately any relevant
information regarding the material ordered; discrepancies in price, or changes in availability are
communicated immediately.

Order status updates

A dedicated team keeps track of all orders and regularly contacts publishers for updates on the
status of shipments; all order status updates are sent by email.

Invoicing and shipping

We work to accommodate and satisfy the individual requirements of each library.
Our shipping and packing materials are of the highest quality to ensure the best possible protection
for material during transport. Addresses and indications for consignment are carefully observed and
shipments tracked.

Via Benedetto da Maiano 3 - 50014 Fiesole (Florence) - Italy
Tel. +39 055 50181 - Fax +39 055 5018201

